An autoregressive model-based particle filtering algorithms for extraction of respiratory rates as high as 90 breaths per minute from pulse oximeter.
We present particle filtering (PF) algorithms for an accurate respiratory rate extraction from pulse oximeter recordings over a broad range: 12-90 breaths/min. These methods are based on an autoregressive (AR) model, where the aim is to find the pole angle with the highest magnitude as it corresponds to the respiratory rate. However, when SNR is low, the pole angle with the highest magnitude may not always lead to accurate estimation of the respiratory rate. To circumvent this limitation, we propose a probabilistic approach, using a sequential Monte Carlo method, named PF, which is combined with the optimal parameter search (OPS) criterion for an accurate AR model-based respiratory rate extraction. The PF technique has been widely adopted in many tracking applications, especially for nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian problems. We examine the performances of five different likelihood functions of the PF algorithm: the strongest neighbor, nearest neighbor (NN), weighted nearest neighbor (WNN), probability data association (PDA), and weighted probability data association (WPDA). The performance of these five combined OPS-PF algorithms was measured against a solely OPS-based AR algorithm for respiratory rate extraction from pulse oximeter recordings. The pulse oximeter data were collected from 33 healthy subjects with breathing rates ranging from 12 to 90 breaths/ min. It was found that significant improvement in accuracy can be achieved by employing particle filters, and that the combined OPS-PF employing either the NN or WNN likelihood function achieved the best results for all respiratory rates considered in this paper. The main advantage of the combined OPS-PF with either the NN or WNN likelihood function is that for the first time, respiratory rates as high as 90 breaths/min can be accurately extracted from pulse oximeter recordings.